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Active tracking: Locating mobile users in personal communication
service networks

Hanoch Levy and Zohar Naor

Department of Computer Science, School of Mathematics, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

The problem of tracking mobile users in Personal Communication Service (PCS) networks is discussed. We propose a novel approach
for reducing the wireless cost of tracking users. The basic idea is to use non-utilized system resources for initiating queries about the
location of mobile users, in addition to the process of user registration. Queries are applied at each cell, independently of the other cells,
whenever the load on the local control channel drops below a pre-defined threshold. Our study focuses on two issues: (1) proposing
the initiated queries approach and an algorithm for its application, and (2) studying and quantifying the value of location information
and evaluating the parameters affecting it. Our analysis shows that the expected benefit due to location knowledge in a Markovian
motion model depends, among other things, on the determinant of the transition matrix and on the variability of the location distribution
function. The active tracking approach, as opposed to other dynamic strategies, does not require any modification of user equipment.
The importance of this property is in its practicality: An implementation of a new registration strategy in current systems would
require a modification of the users equipment. Moreover, the proposed method can be easily implemented in addition to any known
tracking strategy, to reduce further the tracking cost. The performance of the active tracking method is evaluated under two registration
strategies: The geographic-based strategy, currently used in cellular networks, and the profile-based strategy, suggested elsewhere. Under
both strategies, it significantly reduces the tracking cost.

1. Introduction

Wireless communication technology is rapidly expand-
ing. Future wireless communication networks will have
to support large population of users and will have to pro-
vide efficient and low cost services. Location management
is one of the key issues in wireless networks: In order
to correctly route an incoming call, the cell in which the
user resides must be known to the system. Tracking mo-
bile users is based on two elementary operations: update,
also known as registration, in which the user informs the
network about its current location, and find, also known as
paging, in which the network searches for the user location.
The latter is performed when a connection to the user (for
an incoming call) is requested. There is a clear trade-off
between the allocation of system resources to paging ver-
sus their allocation to registration. Due to this trade-off the
proper design and performance issue is that of designing a
strategy which minimizes the combined cost of paging and
registration.

The problem addressed in this work is that of reducing
the wireless cost of user tracking, without any modification
of the user equipment.

Several strategies have been proposed in the literature
for tracking users, many of which attempt to reduce the
wireless cost associated with user tracking in PCS net-
works [2,3,5,9]. In [2] all users transmit a registration
message only at specific cells. A subset of all cells is se-
lected, and designated as reporting cells. Each user will
register only upon entering a reporting cell. Thus, when
there is a paging event, the search for any user will be re-
stricted to the vicinity of the last reporting cell in which

the user has registered. In [9] a timer based method was
suggested in which the user updates its location every T
units of time, where T is a parameter. Each time the user
makes no contact with the network for T units of time –
it initiates a registration message. Another strategy, sug-
gested in [3,5], is to use distance based method in which
the user tracks the distance it moved (in terms of cells)
from its last known location, and whenever this distance
exceeds a parameter D it transmits a registration message.

The basic idea shared by those papers is to use a “partial”
user registration: The user does not have to inform the
system about each and every location change. Thus, there
remains some (bounded) degree of uncertainty about the
exact location of the user. Clearly, these schemes must be
implemented on the user equipment.

Existing cellular systems use the following tracking
strategy, known as the geographic-based strategy: The ge-
ographic area is partitioned into location areas, based on
the commercial licenses granted to the operating compa-
nies. A location area (LA) is a group of cells, referred to
as a home-system. Users register whenever they change
LA, while within the LA the users never register. Thus,
when there is an incoming call directed to a user, all the
cells within its current LA are paged.

In this work we propose a new approach for minimizing
the wireless cost of user tracking. This approach is based
on two novel ideas:

1. Use non-utilized system resources to obtain information
and improve the system knowledge about user loca-
tion. This idea is based on the fact that due to traf-
fic variability and maximum-capacity network engineer-
ing, there is a significant amount of time at which the
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network resources are underutilized. At such periods
these resources can be used, at practically no cost, to
gather information and improve the network knowledge
about user location. For example, in GSM systems the
users register only at the borders between location areas.
Thus, very often there are non-utilized system resources
within the location areas.

2. Shift significant parts of the tracking algorithm from the
user equipment to the network equipment. The impor-
tance of this idea is in its practicality: Since user equip-
ment is distributed among millions of users, no sophis-
ticated algorithm is indeed feasible if it is to be installed
on user equipment.

An important building block of our approach is a new
unique operation, called an initiated query, or a query.
A query, in nature, is similar to paging: A message is
sent by a cell requesting a specific user to respond. How-
ever, it differs from paging in its timing and objective:
While paging is conducted when a call arrives to the user
and its objective is to set up a call, query is conducted at
some arbitrary time and its objective is only to increase the
knowledge about the user location. Hence, queries are ini-
tiated in addition to the process of user registration. They
are used by the system as a complementary scheme to the
registration strategy.

Our study focuses on the evaluation of the efficiency
of an initiated query (expressed as the expected reduction
in the cost of future paging). To address this issue we
propose a general Markovian model for representing user
motion. Then, using this model, we derive expressions for
the expected reduction in paging cost as a function of the
user parameters. These expressions are to be used for two
purposes:

(1) Rank the potential queries as to perform the most ef-
fective ones, and

(2) Evaluate the overall system performance resulting from
using queries. Further we propose approximate expres-
sion whose evaluation is of much lower computational
complexity. We analyze the expressions and identify
several key factors affecting the effectiveness of con-
ducting a query; these are the user call profile, the de-
terminant of the transition matrix, the number of acces-
sible cells, and the variability of the user location prob-
ability distribution function. We use numerical results
to demonstrate the dependence of the query effective-
ness on the user parameters. Simulation results are used
to examine the quality of the proposed approximation,
and they demonstrate a very good accuracy.

The structure of this paper is as follows: The active
tracking strategy is described in section 2. Model and
notation are provided in section 3. In section 4 we ana-
lyze the paging cost reduction resulting from conducting
a query, under the geographic-based registration strategy,
and implement the proposed method on a two dimensional

random walk model. In section 5 we conduct a similar
analysis under the profile-based registration strategy, de-
scribed in [11]. In section 6 we provide several numerical
examples demonstrating the effect of the query operation.
Section 7 is devoted to discussion.

2. The active tracking strategy

The tracking strategy is based on using periods at which
system resources are underutilized to conduct initiated
queries, in addition to the process of user registration. This
is performed on a cell by cell basis, namely; each cell con-
ducts initiated queries at the specific epochs at which the
traffic on its down link control channel (DCCH in GSM
system) drops below a pre-defined threshold. Each query
is a message, sent by the system, requesting a specific user
to respond.

The goal of the queries is to complement the registration
process, not to replace it. The importance of this strategy is
in the combination of centralized and distributed schemes.

Conceptually, periods of low traffic can be used either
to increase the registration activity, as it is done in [7],
or by a (system initiated) search for the location of those
users who are most frequently paged. The last method can
be easily implemented, since it requires no modification of
user equipment. The method of increasing the registration
activity at lowly loaded periods, though it is more efficient,
requires a modification of user equipment and user-network
interface.

The motivation for the load-sensitive approach is based
on the following observations:

(1) There is a significant amount of time, even at working
hours, at which the control channel is underutilized for
most of the cells within the same LA. The available
system resources can be used to reduce the paging cost
at other locations and time periods.

(2) Since user equipment is kept as simple as possible, the
registration schemes implemented in practice are far
from optimal. This situation is unlikely to change in the
near future, since an accurate and efficient estimation
of call and mobility parameters is still an open problem.

(3) A modification of the registration strategy in current
systems would require a modification of the user equip-
ment.

(4) Very often there is a relatively small group of users who
consume a significant part of the system’s resources
allocated for paging. Querying these users is a feasi-
ble task which may reduce the signaling load of users
tracking.

To illustrate the implementation of the proposed method
consider, for example, the timer-based method as adopted
by the IS-41 standard: All users use the same timer T , re-
gardless their dynamic behavior. The value of T is chosen
such that it is reasonable for most of the users. Clearly, the
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users who are highly mobile, and most frequently paged,
need to update their location more frequently, as pointed
out in [9]. Since these conditions form a small portion of
the users (which consume a significant part of the network
resources), this group of users, which may change from the
morning to the evening, can be queried more often, such
that their effective timer is significantly less than T . The
selection of these users can be based on recorded past infor-
mation, to choose the users with the highest cost of paging,
or on the users willingness to pay for a better service.

3. Model and notation

We consider a cellular wireless network consisting of
fixed stations, known as base stations (BS), and mobile
users. The whole geographic area is partitioned into cells.
Each cell is covered by a base station which is connected
to the fixed network by wires, and provides a wireless com-
munication link between the mobile users and the network.
The user location is understood as an identifier of a cell in
which the user is currently residing. We assume that the
user location is known to the network just after a registra-
tion, or a successful paging event, and during a conversa-
tion.

To model user movement in the network we assume that
time is slotted, and that a user can make at most one cell
transition during a slot. It is assumed that the movement of
the user is done just at the beginning of time slot, such that
it precedes any other event, such as a query or a paging
event. The movements are assumed to be stochastic and
independent from one user to another. We assume that
queries are performed at the beginning of slots, and they
precede any paging event occurring at the same time slot.

The user’s roaming interval is defined as in [9] and is
the time duration between its last contact with the system
and the next paging event.

3.1. Motion model

Our motion model is based on a discrete time Markovian
model. During each time slot a user can be at any one
of the cells in the network. For each user we associate
a transition matrix P , whose dimension is N × N and in
which the element Pij is the probability to move from cell i
to cell j during one time slot. We assume that the matrix P
is ergodic and regular, therefore det(P ) 6= 0. The t-step
transition probability, denoted by ptij , is the probability to
move from cell i to cell j in t time units, namely, ptij =
Pr[L(t′ + t) = j | L(t′) = i], where L(t) denotes the
user location at time t, and p0

ij = 1 if i = j and 0 if
i 6= j. Note that due to the use of Markovian model ptij
does not depend on t′. Let πk(t) be the probability to be
at location k at time t, t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and let π(t) =
(π1(t), . . . ,πN (t)). The limiting state probability in steady
state, π(∞), is denoted by π. The state probability π(t) is
given by π(t) = π(0)P t.

The Markovian motion model provides a general frame-
work, which enables the quantification of the value of loca-
tion information as a function of various parameters, such
as user mobility and location distribution. A simpler mo-
tion model, which is easier to apply in practice, such as
the random walk model, can be easily obtained as a special
case of a Markov chain. An implementation of the pro-
posed method on a two dimensional random walk model is
described in section 4.4 of this paper.

4. Querying under the geographic-based strategy

In this section we evaluate the performance of an initi-
ated query under the geographic-based (GB) strategy. This
is the most common tracking strategy being used in com-
mercial systems. Using the GB strategy, a user registers
only at the boundary of each LA. Thus, within the LA
there is no registration activity, and the non-utilized system
resources can be used for initiated queries.

The first problem addressed is that of ranking the poten-
tial queries as to perform the most effective ones. In the
next section we derive expressions for the expected reduc-
tion in paging cost, resulting from a query. These expres-
sions depend on the steady state probabilities πi, yielding
a memory complexity of O(N ), where N is the number
of cells within the LA. We therefore propose, in addition,
another ranking method, suggested in section 4.2, which is
less accurate but whose implementation is much simpler.

4.1. Exact location information (ELI) ranking of queries

The goal of this section is to obtain the expected benefit
of a single query, conducted in a single cell. Our first
analysis is based on assuming that the user steady state
vector π is kept by the system. Thus it can be used for
query ranking.

4.1.1. Problem formulation
In this section we evaluate the effect of a query in a sin-

gle cell. This evaluation is done assuming that the network
uses the following paging algorithm: Upon arrival of an
incoming call to a user, the network will first search for the
user in the location it was last known to be present. If this
search fails, the user is then paged simultaneously in all
the other cells within the LA. To conduct the analysis we
assume that at certain epoch, tq > 0, the system has non-
utilized resources in cell l. These resources can be used to
initiate queries about the location of some of the users, to
increase the system knowledge, and thus to reduce future
paging cost.

Our interest is in evaluating the future paging cost re-
duction due to such a query as a function of the user pa-
rameters. This will allow one to rank the possible queries
as to perform the most effective ones, and to evaluate the
overall system benefit due to queries. Consider a user U
whose location was last known to the network at t = 0.
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Let C be a random variable denoting the cost of paging U ,
measured as the number of locations needed to be searched
to locate U . We are interested in computing the expected
value of C, E[C]. We assume that outgoing calls are gen-
erated by the user as a Poisson process at rate λout and that
incoming calls directed to the user form a Poisson process
at rate λin; let λ = λin +λout. It is assumed that the size of
a time slot is sufficiently small such that we can neglect the
probability of the arrival of more than one call during a sin-
gle time slot. The probability that a roaming interval will
be terminated by a paging event at time t (t = 0, 1, . . .), is
the product of: (a) the probability of having no call events
during the next t time slots, and (b) the probability of a
paging event at time t:

p(t) =
(
1− e−λin

)
e−λt. (1)

4.1.2. Paging cost reduction due to query: Exact analysis
Let x be the last known location of U , at time t = 0. Let

tq > 0 be the time at which U is queried, and tp+ tq be the
next time at which U is paged. Clearly, a query is effective
provided that no outgoing call (location update) precedes
the next paging event. For this reason our interest is in
the case where no update event precedes the paging event.
Hence, the length of the roaming interval is given by tq+tp,
where tq is the age of the location information refreshed
by the query, and tp is the age of the location information
obtained by the query. The interval (0, tq) is defined as
the past roaming interval, and the interval [tq, tq + tp] is
defined as the residual roaming interval.

Let l be the location at which U is queried at tq , and
let L(t) be a random variable denoting the location of U at
time t.

To evaluate the cost reduction due to query we distin-
guish two cases: (1) L(tq) 6= l and (2) L(tq) = l. In the first
case the query performed at tq yields no response, thus the
paging algorithm performed at tq+ tp will behave the same
regardless if a query was performed at tq or not, yielding
identical paging costs under both alternatives.

In the second case, if a query is not conducted at tq,
the paging algorithm conducted at tp + tq will search for
the user first at x and then in all other locations (assuming
that no outgoing call was initiated by the user in the interval
[tq , tq+ tp]). The number of searches required to locate the
user is therefore one if L(tq+tp) = x, or N , if L(tq+tp) 6=
x. The former occurs with probability p

tp
lx, and the later

with probability (1− ptplx). The associated cost is therefore:

E
[
C | L(0) = x,L(tq) = l, no query

]
=
(
1− e−λin

) ∞∑
tp=0

e−λtp
((

1− ptplx
)
N + p

tp
lx

)
. (2)

Note that the expression is independent of tq , since our
motion model is memoryless.

On the other hand, if a query is conducted at tq , it finds
the user at location l; thus the paging algorithm conducted

at tp + tq will search for the user first in l and then in all
other locations, yielding

E
[
C | L(0) = x,L(tq) = l, query

]
=
(
1− e−λin

) ∞∑
tp=0

e−λtp
((

1− ptpll
)
N + p

tp
ll

)
. (3)

Let Rl(tq |L(0) = x) be the paging cost reduction
when we query for U at tq at location l. Using that
Pr[L(tq) = l | L(0) = x] = p

tq
xl, we subtract equation (3)

from equation (2) to obtain

Rl
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
= (N − 1)

(
1− e−λin

)
p
tq
xl

∞∑
tp=0

e−λtp
(
p
tp
ll − p

tp
lx

)
. (4)

Using that ptpll = elP
tpe′l, where el denotes the row vector

whose lth element is 1, and all the others are zero, and
e′l denotes the column vector that is the transpose of el, a
summation over tp yields

Rl
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
= (N − 1)

(
1− e−λin

)
exP

tq
[
I − e−λP

]−1[
e′l− e′x

]
. (5)

Note that Rl(tq |L(0) = x) may get negative values,
namely, a query may increase the expected paging cost.
This is since the paging algorithm ignores the vector π(t).

4.1.3. Approximation
Due to the relatively high computational complexity of

equation (5), an attempt to implement it on a realistic situa-
tion (when N is large), may not be feasible. For this reason
we seek an approximate expression for the expected cost
reduction, whose computational complexity is much lower.

Using the Shrinkage Factor [4], we suggest to approxi-
mate the difference between πj(t) and πj(∞) by∣∣πj(∞)− πj(t)

∣∣ ≈ K∣∣det(P )
∣∣t/(N−1)

, (6)

where K is a constant to be determined. We choose K
such that the approximation for πj(t) is exact for t = 0 and
for t =∞. Thus,

πj (t) ≈ πj +
[
πj(0)− πj

]∣∣det(P )
∣∣t/(N−1)

, (7)

where, from now on, we denote π(∞) by π and πj (∞)
by πj .

Let us define the stationarity factor S by S =
|det(P )|1/(N−1). Since S−(N−1) reflects the (geometric) rate
at which the Markov chain converges to its steady state, we
identify S (0 < S < 1) as the user tendency to remain in
its current location. The mobility factor is defined as S−1.
When S approaches 1, P approaches the unity matrix, the
user location is almost fixed over time, and the mobility
factor is minimal. When S approaches 0, the user reaches
steady state instantaneously, regardless of its initial state,
therefore the user mobility is maximized.
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To find an upper bound on the approximation suggested
in equation (7), let Λmax be the second largest eigenvalue
of the matrix P . Since P is ergodic, |Λmax| < 1 [6]. Sin-
clair and Jerrum [10], in continuation to previous work by
Alon [1] on eigenvalues and expanders graphs, obtained an
upper bound on the distance between πj (t) and πj :∣∣πj(t)− πj ∣∣ 6 πj

πmin
Λtmax, (8)

where πmin is the smallest component of π: πmin =
min{πi: 1 6 i 6 N}. Let π′j (t) be the approximated
value of πj(t) given in equation (7). Then,∣∣π′j(t)− πj∣∣ =

∣∣πj (0)− πj
∣∣St. (9)

Let ε(t) be the distance between the approximated and real
value of πj (t). Using the triangle inequality in equations (8)
and (9) we get

ε(t) =
∣∣π′j(t)− πj(t)∣∣ 6 πj

πmin
Λtmax +

∣∣π′j(t)− πj∣∣. (10)

Substitute equations (8), (9) in equation (10) yields

ε(t) 6


πj
πmin

Λtmax + πjS
t if πj > 1/2,

πj
πmin

Λtmax + (1− πj)St if πj < 1/2.
(11)

Thus, the upper bound on the error of the approximation
given in equation (7) is negligible, provided that πmin is
not extremely small relative to other πi’s, and that Λmax is
bounded away from 1. Both conditions hold for a broad
class of Markov chains (e.g., random walk), which are suit-
able for motion modeling in PCS networks, and are rarely
violated in practice. Nevertheless, to examine the approx-
imation accuracy, we used simulation on Markov chains
which some of them contain states satisfying the condition:
{∃j: πj � πmin}. The average error over all states and vec-
tors was negligible. It should be noted that in all the exam-
ples that were used in the simulation, the approximation er-
ror was much lower than the upper bound described in equa-
tion (11). The reason is that the upper bound corresponds to
situations where either πj (t) < πj < π′j(t) or πj(t) > πj >
π′j (t). In reality, these situations emerge only for large t,
when ε(t) ≈ 0. When t is small, we found that in practice

ε(t) <

∣∣∣∣ πjπmin
Λtmax − St

∣∣∣∣.
The simulation results are described in section 6, figure 4.

Using equation (7) repeatedly, where πl(tq) = 1,
πx(tq) = 0, we obtain

p
tp
ll − p

tp
lx ≈ πl − πx +

[
1− (πl − πx)

]
Stp (l 6= x). (12)

Thus, equation (4) yields

Rl
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
≈ (N − 1)

(
1− e−λin

)
πl(tq)

×
∞∑
tp=0

e−λtp
(
(πl − πx)

+
[
1− (πl − πx)

]
Stp
)
. (13)

If l 6= x then L(0) = x implies πl(tq) ≈ (1−Stq )πl, which
finally yields

Rl
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
≈


(N − 1)

(
1− e−λin

)(
1− Stq

)
× πl

[
πl − πx
1− e−λ

+
1− (πl − πx)

1− e−λS

]
(l 6= x),

0 (l = x),

(14)

where the equation for l = x follows from substituting
p
tp
ll − p

tp
lx = 0 in equation (4). Equation (14) obtains the

paging cost reduction on the basis of exact location in-
formation (ELI), i.e., the last known location of the user,
and the inspected location. Hence, it can be used to rank
the potential queries as to perform the most effective ones.
Note that equation (14) implies that a query in a single cell
may, in some situations, increase the expected paging cost;
this is in agreement with equation (5). The condition under
which Rl(tq | L(0) = x) < 0 is given by

πx − πl >
eλ − 1
1− S . (15)

Using that 1 > πx − πl we get that a sufficient condition
under which Rl(tq | L(0) = x) > 0 is

λ > ln(2− S). (16)

Thus, for a user with high call rate, or high stationarity fac-
tor (i.e., low mobility), a query will always yield a positive
gain. The reason for the condition specified in equation (15)
is that the paging algorithm is not suitable for highly mo-
bile users (low S), with low call rate (low λ). As a result,
for a user with high location variability, i.e., πx � πl, a
query may yield a negative gain.

Equation (14) implies that the potential benefit of a query
is mainly affected by the following factors:

• The value of prior knowledge Stq , where tq is the age
of prior location information (i.e., the length of the past
roaming interval). The term (1−Stq ) reflects the value
of refreshing the location information; for example, if
tq = 0 this value is zero. Hence, S reflects the ag-
ing rate at which the location information dissolves as
a function of time. Since Stq reflects the value of prior
location information, the reduction in paging cost in-
creases with the age of location information tq . This
observation is the basis for the timer-based method sug-
gested in [9].

• The rates of paging events and update messages. The
query gain increases with λin and decreases with λout.
This results from the fact that a query is effective in
situations where the next incoming call precedes the next
location update.

• The future value of the location information obtained
by the query, Stp , where tp is the length of the residual
roaming interval. This value increases with S, reflect-
ing the property that under smaller convergence rate the
future value of location information is higher. Note the
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trade-off between the benefit of the future value obtained
by a query, and the benefit of refreshing prior location
knowledge. The first increases with S (through the term
1/(1− e−λS)) while the later decreases with S, through
(1− Stq ).

• The difference between the user tendency to reside in
the inspected location l and its tendency to reside in
the last known location x, expressed by πl − πx. The
higher this difference, the most effective the query. This
factor implies that a query may yield a negative gain,
especially for situations where πx � πl. It should be
noted that the factor πx − πl comes from the proba-
bility that the user will return to its last known lo-
cation x before the next paging event. This proba-
bility also depends on S and λ (see equation (15)).
Since the gain resulting from a query in cell l in-
creases with the likelihood πl, if a single user is to be
queried in many cells, the search (query) should be con-
ducted in decreasing order of the probabilities πl. This
is in agreement with the result obtained by Rose and
Yates [8], that optimal paging is achieved by paging the
cells in decreasing order of the user likelihood to be in
them.

Equation (14) forms a mechanism for query ranking,
based on exact location information, namely, the last known
location and the inspected location. Query ranking using
Exact Location Information (ELI) can be used to eliminate
unnecessary queries, whose expected gain is non-positive.
However, its implementation requires to maintain the steady
state vector π for each user, yielding a memory complexity
of O(N ) for each user.

4.2. Query ranking assuming Homogeneous Location
Distribution (HLD)

In this section we evaluate the expected benefit of
refreshing the knowledge about the exact user location.
Assuming homogeneous location distribution (HLD), this
value can be used to estimate the potential benefit of a sin-
gle query. The ELI ranking, presented in section 4.1 (equa-
tion (14)), requires to keep the steady state vector π for each
user. Below we propose an alternative ranking, which is
less accurate, but whose complexity is lower, since it does
not require to keep the vector π. The basic idea is to rank
the various queries using only general user parameters, as-
suming that in steady state, the user location distribution
is homogeneous. Query ranking assuming homogeneous
location distribution (HLD) is uniform in the sense that a
user is given the same rank in all cells, as opposed to ELI
ranking.

As a first step, we evaluate the expected paging cost
reduction for a specific user, assuming that a query is
conducted all over the network. Let R(tq) denote the
total paging cost reduction under this operation, namely:
R(tq) =

∑N
l=1 Rl(tq). Given that the last known location

of the user is x, the expected reduction in the cost of paging
is obtained using equation (5):

R
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
=

N∑
l=1

Rl
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
= (N − 1)

(
1− e−λin

)
exP

tq

×
[
I − e−λP

]−1(I −Ne′x), (17)

where I is the unit column vector all of whose elements
are 1.

Using the same approximation described in section 4.1,
we obtain from equation (14)

R
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
≈ (N − 1)

(
1− e−λin

)(
1− Stq

)
×
[∑N

i=1 πi
2 − πx

1− e−λ
+

1−
(∑N

i=1 πi
2 − πx

)
1− e−λS

]
. (18)

We define the variability factor of the steady state vector π
as

ν =
N∑
i=1

πi
2. (19)

The certainty about the user location increases with ν,
where 1/N 6 ν < 1; the minimum value of ν is achieved
for homogeneous location distribution, reflecting total un-
certainty about the user location in steady state. Using the
parameter ν we obtain

R
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
≈ (N − 1)

(
1− e−λin

)(
1− Stq

)
×
[
ν − πx
1− e−λ

+
1− (ν − πx)

1− e−λS

]
. (20)

It should be noted that R(tq | L(0) = x) may take negative
values, when πx � ν. Assuming unconditional queries
(namely, even for non-positive gain), the expected paging
cost reduction is

R(tq) =
N∑
x=1

πxR
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
≈ (N − 1)(1− e−λin )(1− Stq )

1− e−λS
. (21)

Remark 1. Note that the expected paging cost reduction
resulting from the exact knowledge about the user location
at time tq depends only on the stationarity factor S, the
past roaming interval tq, and on λin, λ, and not on ν.

Assuming homogeneous location distribution (HLD), the
expected paging cost reduction caused by a single query
(i.e., in a single cell) is

R′(tq) ≈
(N − 1)(1− e−λin )(1− Stq )

N (1− e−λS)
. (22)

Equation (22) may serve as a basis for ranking the var-
ious queries using only general user parameters. Being
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less accurate, its performance should be inferior to the ELI
ranking. However, the complexity of its implementation is
significantly lower.

Remark 2. Note that substitution of ∀l πl = N−1 in equa-
tion (14) yields

Rl
(
tq | L(0) = x

)
= R′(tq), ∀l,x.

In other words: under homogeneous location distribution
ELI ranking yields the same rank as HLD ranking, as ex-
pected.

4.3. Comparison of query ranking criteria

Two methods for ranking the various queries were pro-
posed:

(1) ELI, based on the benefit resulting from applying a
single query in a specified location (equation (14)), and

(2) HLD, based on the assumption that, in steady state,
the user location distribution is homogeneous (equa-
tion (22)).

The ELI ranking depends on the last known location
of the user and the inspected location. Thus, the algo-
rithm requires to hold the steady state vector π, yielding a
memory complexity of O(N ) per user. HLD, in contrast,
may be applied directly, ignoring exact location informa-
tion. Assuming fixed calling rates and mobility pattern,
the implementation of HLD requires to keep for each user
only four static parameters: N , λout, λin, S, and one dy-
namic parameter: tq. Therefore, its memory complexity is
O(1). It should be noted that using HLD is similar to the
timer-based registration method [9].

In general, ELI ranking is more accurate than HLD.
However, in some situations, the detailed location in-
formation used by ELI, has only a marginal contribu-
tion to the query effectiveness. In these situations, both
methods should give approximately the same rank. The
purpose of this section is to quantify the difference in
the effectiveness of the ranking methods, and to iso-
late these situations, in which HLD ranking can replace
ELI.

To compare the performance of these methods let us
define δ as the difference in the rank given by them. Using
equations (14) and (22) we obtain

δ(l,x) =
∣∣Rl(tq | L(0) = x

)
−R′(tq)

∣∣
≈R(tq)

∣∣∣∣(1 +
(πl − πx)(1− S)

eλ − 1

)
πl −

1
N

∣∣∣∣. (23)

Let θ(x) be the difference between the ELI ranking and
the HLD ranking, given that L(0) = x, and assuming that
queries are conducted simultaneously all over the network.
Then:

θ(x) =
∑
l

δ(l,x)

<R(tq)

[∑
l

(∣∣∣∣πl − 1
N

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣ (1− S)πl2

eλ − 1

∣∣∣∣)
+

∣∣∣∣ (1− S)πxπl
eλ − 1

∣∣∣∣]. (24)

Let Φ be the accumulated deviation from the average of
the steady state location probability: Φ =

∑
l |πl − 1/N |.

Note that 0 6 Φ < 2− 2/N . Substitute Φ in equation (24)
we obtain

θ(x) < R(tq)

[
Φ +

(1− S)ν
eλ − 1

+
(1− S)πx

eλ − 1

]
. (25)

The expected total difference, per user, between ELI rank-
ing and HLD ranking is therefore

η =
∑
x

πxθ(x) < R(tq)

[
Φ +

2(1− S)ν
eλ − 1

]
. (26)

Thus, the relative difference is

∆ =
η

R(tq)
< Φ +

2(1− S)ν
eλ − 1

. (27)

The upper bounds on η and ∆ monotonically increase with
the location variability, reflected by ν and Φ, where for ho-
mogeneous location distribution we get η = 0 (remark 2).
Hence, for relatively small location variability HLD may
replace ELI, since there is no need for exact location infor-
mation. On the other hand, the difference in the efficiency
of ELI and HLD becomes significant for highly mobile
users (S ≈ 0), with low call rate (λ ≈ 0) and high loca-
tion variability. Given the steady state vector π for each
user, the parameters η and ∆ can be used to adapt the query
ranking method to the user parameters.

4.4. A demonstration on a random walk model

In this section the proposed method is implemented on a
two dimensional random walk model with a grid topology.
The expected reduction in paging cost is evaluated using
an exact analysis. Then the results are compared to the
results obtained by the approximation method provided in
equation (21).

Consider a system with N 2 cells, arranged in a two di-
mensional array whose dimension is N×N . A user located
in cell i can remain in i with probability p, or move to any
one of its nearest neighbors, in horizontal, vertical or diag-
onal direction, with probability (1− p)/ni, where ni is the
number of nearest neighbors of the cell i. The transition
matrix P , whose dimension is N 2 ×N 2, is given by

Pij =


p, if i = j,
1− p
ni

, if i is a nearest neighbor of j,

0, if i is not a nearest neighbor of j.

(28)
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Figure 1. Paging cost reduction – using an exact and approximation analy-
sis.

Since the location distribution under this motion model is
approximately homogeneous, the expected benefit of the ac-
tive tracking strategy is given by equation (21), while the
benefit of a single query is given in equation (22. Thus, all
the required information on user behavior is the call profile
(λin, λout), the past roaming interval, tq , and the stationarity
factor S. Since S can be derived from the probability p,
which determines the value of | det(P )|, there is no need to
hold a transition matrix for each user – a single number (S)
is sufficient. This property is unique for the homogeneous
location distribution. Moreover, since the steady state lo-
cation probability satisfies: πj/πmin ≈ 1, ∀j, the upper
bound on the approximation error, given in equation (11),
is negligible. This implies that the approximation given in
equation (21) should be close enough to the exact result.

To demonstrate our method, we apply the active tracking
strategy on a system with 4 cells, arranged in an array
whose dimension is 2 × 2, which forms a clique. The
transition matrix P whose dimension is 4× 4 is given by:
Pij = p if i = j, and Pij = (1− p)/3 if i 6= j. The
steady state probability is πi = 0.25 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The expected benefit of queries was evaluated using an
exact analysis (equation (5)) and the approximation given
in equation (21), for λin = λout = 1/120, and for p = 0.1,
0.49, 0.7.

The expected reduction in paging cost, as evaluated
by both methods, is depicted in figure 1. The difference
between the approximated and exact results is negligible.
However, it should be noted that for this specific example,
πj/πmin = 1, which gives a negligible approximation error,
especially for large tq. The expected reduction in paging
cost is relatively modest, since the number of cells, 4, is
small.

5. Querying under the profile-based strategy

To further study the initiated query approach we evaluate
the expected reduction in the paging cost under the profile-

based (PB) strategy, suggested in [11]. In that strategy
the network maintains a sequential list of the most likely
locations in which the user can be found. The list is ordered
from the most to the least likely location. When a paging
event occurs, the list is searched in a sequential order, one
location at a time, from the most to the least likely location.
The user does not register while moving between locations
in the list.

The PB strategy is the opposite extreme of the geogra-
phic-based (GB) strategy, in the sense that while the GB
strategy makes no assumptions about the user location and
mobility, and the paging delay is minimal, the PB strat-
egy assumes a detailed knowledge about the user mobility
pattern, and the paging delay is relatively high. Rose and
Yates [8] showed that, considering a single user and ignor-
ing paging delay, an optimal paging is achieved by paging
the cells in decreasing order of the user likelihood to be in
them. Thus, this paging strategy is an optimal, in the sense
that the expected paging cost is minimal.

As in section 4, we assume that a query is conducted at
the beginning of a time slot, such that if there is a paging
event in the same slot, then the query operation precedes the
paging operation. The paging algorithm assumes that the
network keeps, for each user, at every time slot t, a location
probability vector π(t), where πi(t) is the probability to find
the user at cell i at time t. The paging algorithm is based
on sequential search for the user in the cells, in decreasing
order of probabilities πi(t). Let α(π(t)) be the vector π(t)
sorted in non-increasing order. There exists a column vector
γ(π(t)), a permutation over [N ] such that γi(π(t)) is the
index of πi(t) in the vector α(π(t)). Then, given that the
length of the roaming interval is t, the expected paging
cost, in terms of number of locations being searched, is

E
[
C(t)

]
=

N∑
i=1

iαi(t) = π(t)γ
(
π(t)

)
. (29)

We shall now compute the reduction in the paging cost, due
to a query in cell l. As defined earlier, let tq denote the
time of query, tq + tp the length of the roaming interval,
and let L(0) = x. Let k = γl(π(tq)). Assuming that the
next paging event occurs at tp = 0, the expected paging
cost at time t = tq, without query in l, is given by

E
[
C(tq) | no query

]
=

N∑
j=1

jαj(tq)

=
∑
j<k

jαj(tq) + kπl(tq) +
∑
j>k

jαj(tq). (30)

When a query is conducted, the user is found in l with
probability πl(tq), and is not found in l with probability
(1− πl(tq)). If the user is found, π(tq) changes to π1(tq),
where

π1
i (tq) =

{
1, i = l,
0, i 6= l.
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If the user is not found at l, π(tq) changes to π2(tq),
where

π2
i (tq) =


0, i = l,
πi(tq)

1− πl(tq)
, i 6= l.

Thus, the expected immediate cost of paging after con-
ducting a query in l is

E
[
C(tq) | query in l

]
= πl(tq)π1(tq)γ

(
π1(tq)

)
+
(
1− πl(tq)

)
π2(tq)γ

(
π2(tq)

)
. (31)

Substitution of π1 and π2 in equation (31) yields

E
[
C(tq) | query in l

]
= 1πl(tq) +

∑
j<k

jαj(tq) +
∑
j>k

(j − 1)αj(tq). (32)

Let Rl(tq) be the expected reduction in paging cost when
we query in cell l at time tq:

Rl(tq) =
(
1− e−λin

) ∞∑
tp=0

e−λtpRl(tq | tp). (33)

Subtracting equation (32) from equation (30) yields

Rl(tq | tp = 0) = (k − 1)πl(tq) +
∑
j>k

αj (tq)

= (k − 1)πl(tq) +
(
1−Πl(tq)

)
(34)

where Πl(tq) is the cumulative distribution of πl(tq), de-
fined by

Πl(tq) =

γl(π(tq))∑
m=1

αm(tq). (35)

Conditioning on the value of tp, Rl(tq | tp) is given by

Rl(tq | tp) =E
[
C(tq + tp) | no query

]
−E

[
C(tq + tp) | query in l

]
,

which leads to

Rl(tq | tp) = π(tq + tp)γ
(
π(tq + tp)

)
− πl(tq)π1(tq + tp)γ

(
π1(tq + tp)

)
−
(
1−πl(tq)

)
π2(tq + tp)γ

(
π2(tq + tp)

)
(36)

where

π1(tq + tp) = π1(tq)P tp , (37)

π2(tq + tp) = π2(tq)P tp . (38)

For large N , the exact computation of equation (36) for
each and every user is impractical. We, therefore, seek
for a simpler, though approximate expression. Substitute
π1
l (tq) = 1, π2

l (tq) = 0, we get, using the approximation
suggested in equation (7),

π1
i (tq + tp)≈

{(
1− Stp

)
πl + Stp , i = l,(

1− Stp
)
πi, i 6= l,

(39)

π2
i (tq + tp)≈


(
1− Stp

)
πl, i = l,(

1− Stp
)
πi +

πi(tq)
1− πl(tq)

Stp , i 6= l.
(40)

Given that L(0) = x we get

πi(tq + tp) ≈
{(

1− Stp+tq
)
πi, i 6= x,(

1− Stp+tq
)
πi + Stp+tq , i = x.

(41)

Note that equations (39)–(41) imply that: π1
l (tq + tp) >

πl(tq + tp) > π2
l (tq + tp), and for i 6= l: π1

i (tq + tp) <
πi(tq + tp) < π2

i (tq + tp). Hence,

γ
(
π1
l (tq + tp)

)
6 γ

(
πl(tq + tp)

)
6 γ

(
π2
l (tq + tp)

)
,

and for i 6= l:

γ
(
π1
i (tq + tp)

)
> γ

(
πi(tq + tp)

)
> γ

(
π2
i (tq + tp)

)
.

Substitute equations (39)–(41) in equation (36) suggests
that the gain results from conducting a query monotoni-
cally shrinks in a factor of Stp , until π1 ≈ π2 ≈ π, where
we assume that the rate at which γ(πi) changes in time,
is approximately the rate at which πi changes (clearly, the
exact amount of change must depend on the values of the
other components of π). This assumption is certainly not
true for short time periods, since γ(πi) is a discrete number.
However, for sufficiently long time interval, we can make
this assumption, which suggests the following approxima-
tion:

Rl(tq | tp) ≈ Rl(tq | tp = 0)Stp (42)

to obtain

Rl(tq) ≈
(
1− e−λin

)
Rl(tq | tp = 0)

∞∑
tp=0

e−λtpStp , (43)

which finally yields

Rl(tq) ≈
(1− e−λin )Rl(tq | tp = 0)

1− e−λS
. (44)

Remark 3. Note the similarity of equation (44) to equa-
tion (14): They both reflect the property that under high
convergence rate the future value of location informa-
tion is small. The dependency of the query gain on the
user parameters remains the same under both paging algo-
rithms.

6. Numerical results

To demonstrate the effect of the query prioritizing mech-
anism we examine several numerical examples. We con-
sider an LA consisting of 10 cells and evaluate the ex-
pected cost reduction as a function of the roaming inter-
val length, and the user mobility characteristics, expressed
by the stationarity factor S. We consider three users,
having the same steady state probability vector π, and
differing in their stationarity factor S (low, medium and
high).
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Figure 2. Effects of mobility and residual roaming interval length on
paging cost reduction.

Figure 2 demonstrates the dependency of the query ef-
fectiveness on the residual roaming interval. Assuming
that the length of the roaming interval is tq + tp, and that a
query is conducted at time tq all over the network, the rel-
ative reduction in the expected paging cost resulting from
this operation is given by

Ξ(tq, tp)

= 1−
∑
x πx

∑
l p
tq
xlE[C(tq + tp) | L(tq) = l]∑

x πxE[C(tq + tp) | L(0) = x]
, (45)

whereE[C(t)] is the expected paging cost, in terms of num-
ber of locations being searched, defined in section 4.1.1,
given that the length of the roaming interval is t.

In figure 2 the relative reduction in the expected pag-
ing cost, Ξ(tq, tp), is plotted as a function of the residual
roaming interval tp (i.e., the age of the location information
obtained by the query). As expected, the query efficiency
increases with S, and decreases with tp, since the informa-
tion gained by the query dissolves over time. For example,
for tp = 1, a reduction of 72% from the expected paging
cost is achieved for S = 0.9, in comparison to 9% reduction
for S = 0.1.

Figure 3 depicts the relative cost reduction Ξ(tq, tp) as
a function of the length of the past roaming interval, tq,
i.e., the age of prior location information refreshed by the
query, for the same three user types. Recall that the sta-
tionarity factor S also reflects the aging rate, the value of
prior location knowledge is reflected by Stq . The benefit
of a query monotonically increases with the age of loca-
tion information and the aging rate, and asymptotically ap-
proaches a certain value (which depends on the aging rate).
The reason for that is that the higher the age of the location
information, the larger is the benefit from refreshing it. The
rate at which the query gain reaches its maximum value de-
creases with the aging rate (i.e., increases with the mobility
S−1), and for highly mobile user, the expected gain reaches
its maximum very soon. Both figures indicate that highly

Figure 3. Effects of value of prior location information Stq on paging
cost reduction.

Figure 4. Time dependency of approximation accuracy.

mobile users should be queried more often, as one would
intuitively expect.

Figure 4 examines the quality of the approximation pro-
posed in equation (7). The examination is conducted by
comparing the real value of each component of the vector π
to the approximated value of the same component. We con-
sider three matrix sizes, having dimensions of N = 3, 5, 10.
For each matrix size nine different matrices were examined,
representing different combinations of large, medium and
small ν and S. The arithmetic average of the approximation
errors over all the (9N ) cases was plotted as a function of
time. The results show that the difference between real and
approximated values is negligible, and decreases rapidly
with time.

7. Summary

We proposed a new approach for tracking mobile users
in wireless networks. We introduced the concept of initi-
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ated query, an operation similar to paging which is used
by the system to refresh its knowledge about the user lo-
cation. Queries are initiated by the system (as opposed to
registration) and thus can be activated at times convenient
to the system, namely at low utilization epochs. As such,
queries are virtually cost free and bear with them benefits
only.

We introduced a Markovian motion model that is re-
quired in order to evaluate queries in a general framework.
We analyzed the cost savings associated with a query as a
function of the user parameters. We identified key parame-
ters affecting the effectiveness of a query: User mobility,
location variability, age of location information, aging rate
of location information, volumes of incoming paging events
and location updates; we evaluated the effects of these pa-
rameters on query effectiveness.

Our results show, that significant reduction of the pag-
ing cost can be achieved if initiated queries are used. Fur-
thermore, they show that the savings are quite sensitive
to the user parameters; thus, discrimination between less
effective and more effective queries, based on user para-
meters, can contribute significantly to the query efficiency.
Our analysis provided an exact criterion (equation (5)) for
such discrimination; however, the implementation of this
criterion is of high complexity. Therefore, we used an ap-
proximation method to evaluate the behavior of a Markov
chain (equation (7)), whose implementation is of much
lower complexity, and whose performance (see figure 4)
is very close to that of the exact one. On the basis of
this approximation, we derived a criterion (equation (14))
whose implementation is of much lower complexity. How-
ever, it still requires memory complexity of O(N ) per user,
since the queries are ranked using exact location informa-
tion (ELI).

We therefore proposed an alternative criterion (equa-
tion (22)), by which queries are ranked only on the basis of
general user parameters, assuming homogeneous location
distribution (HLD), which leads to memory complexity of
O(1) for a single user. Although ELI ranking is, in general,
superior to HLD ranking, in many cases their performance
is very close. Our analysis shows that the difference in the
efficiency of these ranking methods depends on user pa-
rameters: Location variability, mobility, and expected rate
of paging and update events. This dependency may be
used to adapt the query ranking method to the user para-
meters.
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